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The Scourge Of Muirwood (Legends Of Muirwood Book 3)
The Lord of the Night is coming. The future of civilization is at stake. Miro is in the Imperial capital to prepare the Empire for the onslaught. He
knows his homeland lies directly in the enemy's path but struggles to form the alliances he needs. As the high lords bicker, Ella seeks Killian's help.
But, amid the growing tensions, their responsibilities drive them apart, as Killian can't be seen to favor Ella's homeland. Against a backdrop of old
hurts, guilty secrets, and shaky new allegiances, people of all nations and abilities must learn to trust one another again, and form a united front
against a powerful enemy intent on destroying them once and for all. This is the fourth book in the epic Evermen Saga.
The non-technical handbook for cyber security risk management Solving Cyber Risk distills a decade of research into a practical framework for
cyber security. Blending statistical data and cost information with research into the culture, psychology, and business models of the hacker
community, this book provides business executives, policy-makers, and individuals with a deeper understanding of existing future threats, and an
action plan for safeguarding their organizations. Key Risk Indicators reveal vulnerabilities based on organization type, IT infrastructure and existing
security measures, while expert discussion from leading cyber risk specialists details practical, real-world methods of risk reduction and mitigation.
By the nature of the business, your organization’s customer database is packed with highly sensitive information that is essentially hacker-bait, and
even a minor flaw in security protocol could spell disaster. This book takes you deep into the cyber threat landscape to show you how to keep your
data secure. Understand who is carrying out cyber-attacks, and why Identify your organization’s risk of attack and vulnerability to damage Learn
the most cost-effective risk reduction measures Adopt a new cyber risk assessment and quantification framework based on techniques used by the
insurance industry By applying risk management principles to cyber security, non-technical leadership gains a greater understanding of the types of
threat, level of threat, and level of investment needed to fortify the organization against attack. Just because you have not been hit does not mean
your data is safe, and hackers rely on their targets’ complacence to help maximize their haul. Solving Cyber Risk gives you a concrete action plan for
implementing top-notch preventative measures before you’re forced to implement damage control.
Many tales are told of the Syldoon Empire and its fearsome soldiers, who are known throughout the world for their treachery and atrocities. Some
say that the Syldoon eat virgins and babies-or perhaps their own mothers. Arkamondos, a bookish young scribe, suspects that the Syldoon's dire
reputation may have grown in the retelling, but he's about to find out for himself. Hired to chronicle the exploits of a band of rugged Syldoon
warriors, Arki finds himself both frightened and fascinated by the men's enigmatic leader, Captain Braylar Killcoin. A secretive, mercurial figure
haunted by the memories of those he's killed with his deadly flail, Braylar has already disposed of at least one impertinent scribe . . . and Arki might
be next. Archiving the mundane doings of millers and merchants was tedious, but at least it was safe. As Arki heads off on a mysterious mission into
parts unknown, in the company of the coarse, bloody-minded Syldoon, he is promised a chance to finally record an historic adventure well worth the
telling, but first he must survive the experience! A gripping military fantasy in the tradition of Glen Cook, Scourge of the Betrayer explores the brutal
politics of Empire-and the searing impact of violence and dark magic on a man's soul.
'Hale's writing is beautiful, with a vivid eye for detail' Daily Telegraph Anidora-Kiladra Talianna Isilee, Crown Princess of Kilindree, spent the first
years of her life listening to her aunt's incredible stories, and learning the language of the birds. Little knowing how valuable her aunt's strange
knowledge would prove to be when she grew older. From the Grimm's fairy tale of the princess who became a goose girl before she could become a
queen, Shannon Hale has woven an incredible, original and magical tale of a girl who must understand her own incredible talents before she can
overcome those who wish her harm. Shannon Hale has drawn on her incredible gift for storytelling to create a powerful and magical grown-up
fairytale.
The Lore of the Evermen
Eight Days of Luke
Lists, Lists, and Lists
Crimes Against Magic
The Queen's Poisoner

The battle is won, but the war has just begun. Evil stalks the Island-World as the
Marshal of Herimor and his Dragon-slaying hordes put nation after nation to the sword.
The haunting cry of the Nurguz summons all Dragonkind to their doom. None can resist. But
Marshal Re'akka and his all-conquering Dragon Assassins are not the only trouble on the
horizon. For there is a new Dragoness finding her wings, and she will stop at nothing to
protect her loved ones. She is Pip the Pygmy Dragon, jungle-born, survivor of seven years
in a zoo. She dreamed of being Human. She is more. Much more. Now, Dragon wings darken
the dawn. Diminutive. Sassy. Full of fire and great heart. As Pip and her friends chart a
perilous path in search of the secrets of her heritage, they will find a power of old
reborn in the smallest of Dragons. One will stand against evil. She is Onyx, mighty of
paw and deed. She is the laughter of starlight, and she will never allow evil to prevail.
Let Dragons thunder! Let the battle commence!
Two men, sworn enemies, come face to face on the battlefields of France. When Jack Kelly,
a captain in the Australian army, shows compassion towards his prisoner Paul Mann, a
brave and high-ranking German officer, an unexpected bond is formed. But neither could
imagine how their pasts and futures would become inextricably linked by one place: Papua.
The Great War is finally over and both soldiers return to their once familiar lives, only
to find that in their absences events have changed their respective worlds forever. In
Australia, Jack is suddenly alone with a son he does not know and a future filled with
uncertainty, while the photograph of a beautiful German woman he has never met fills his
thoughts. Meanwhile the Germany that Paul had fought for is vanishing under the influence
of an ambitious young man named Adolph Hitler, and he fears for the future of his family.
A new beginning beckons them both in a beautiful but dangerous land where rivers of gold
are as legendary as the fearless, cannibalistic tribes, and where fortunes can be made
and lost as quickly as a life. Papua.
When a deadly plague is unleashed in the land of Muirwood, the fate of the world is
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placed in the hands of a young woman named Lia. Charged to be a magical protector, Lia
volunteers to be sent on a desperate quest to rescue the squire Colvin, her love, and his
pupil Ellowyn Demont, the alleged heir to the fallen kingdom of Pry-Ree. Still recovering
from the injuries of her last adventures, Lia sets off across land and sea warning the
kingdom of the oncoming plague. The journey leads her to Dochte Abbey, where her friends
are supposedly held. Instead, though, a fallen enemy lies in wait for her, as well as an
unbearable new truth. The revelation will force Lia to choose between the lives of her
closest friends and her deepest desires.... Fantastically epic and at all times engaging,
The Scourge of Muirwood is a monumental finish to the Muirwood Trilogy.
Kal was not a thief. He certainly did not intend to steal any dragon's treasure. He was
an adventurer. Avid art collector. Incurable wealth adjuster and risk-taker. Kal had
legendary expertise in the security arrangements of palaces and noble houses the world
over. He hankered for remote, craggy mountaintops and the dragon hoards he might find
hidden beneath them. Besides, what harm was there in looking? Dragon gold was so ...
shiny. Most especially, he was not planning for any treasure to steal him. That was a
little awkward, to say the least.
With Historical, Biographical, Genealogical, and Antiquarian Notes, Also, an Appendix of
Illustrative Papers
The Hundredth Queen
Find It in the Bible
The Scourge of Muirwood
Scourge of the Betrayer
In a world where magic is tightly controlled, the most powerful man in history must choose between his kingdom and his
son - in the first book of the New York Times bestselling Lightbringer series, one of the most popular fantasy epics of the
decade. EVERY LIGHT CASTS A SHADOW. Guile is the Prism, the most powerful man in the world. He is high priest
and emperor, a man whose power, wit, and charm are all that preserves a tenuous peace. Yet Prisms never last, and
Guile knows exactly how long he has left to live. When Guile discovers he has a son, born in a far kingdom after the war
that put him in power, he must decide how much he's willing to pay to protect a secret that could tear his world apart.
With over four million copies sold, Brent Weeks is one of the fastest-selling fantasy authors of all time. 'Brent Weeks is so
good it's beginning to tick me off' Peter V. Brett 'Weeks has a style of immediacy and detail that pulls the reader
relentlessly into the story. He doesn't allow you to look away' Robin Hobb 'I was mesmerised from start to finish.
Unforgettable characters, a plot that kept me guessing, non-stop action and the kind of in-depth storytelling that makes
me admire a writers' work' Terry Brooks 'Weeks has truly cemented his place among the great epic fantasy writers of our
time' British Fantasy Society Books by Brent Weeks Night Angel The Way of Shadows Shadow's Edge Beyond the
Shadows Perfect Shadow (novella) Lightbringer The Black Prism The Blinding Knife The Broken Eye The Blood Mirror
The Burning White
I've spent my life in shades of grey. It wasn't until I died that my world filled with color. That night, I still lived in black and
white. There was a full moon. Full and looking as if it had been rolled in powdered sugar then plopped back into the sky,
so that a white dusting shone around it like a halo. I've never believed in monsters, or any of that nonsense. Never
believed that the dark could be scary. Until that night. Now I know the truth, but it is shrouded with lies. Now I can see the
world in color, but it is covered in shadows. Now, I must find the monster that killed my parents. And when I do, I will use
my new powers to seek vengeance. A life for the lives that beast stole from me. I am no longer just Scarlett Night, the
color-blind girl who dreams of flying. Now, I am Nightfall--a fallen angel with a lust for blood. And I shall have my revenge.
There seemed nothing odd about Luke to begin with – except perhaps the snakes. If they were snakes, that is... David
wasn’t sure.
In the far future, insectoid Dronons have invaded human worlds and threaten to destroy humanity, but when Maggie
Flynn, the Dronon's Golden Queen, halts the invasion, they must kill her and her companions, careening across the
universe and hiding on remote planets. Reprint.
Dragon Thief
Solving Cyber Risk
Enchantress
The Secret Diary of Adrian Mole Aged 13 3?4
The Onyx Dragon
At thirteen years old, Adrian Mole has more than his fair share of problems - spots, ill-health, parents threatening to divorce, rejection of his
poetry and much more - all recorded with brilliant humour in his diary.
From an stunning new voice in fantasy comes the debut novel Landmoor. Thealos Quickfellow, a Shae from Avisahn, has left his homeland to face
a danger threatening his people - a danger that exists near the fortress of Landmoor.
Before she befriended a frightened young boy in the palace of Kingfountain, Ankarette Tryneowy grew up during the shattering civil war that
raged between members of the Argentine family. This is the story of how the only daughter of a lawyer and a midwife became the famed Queen's
Poisoner. Recruited by King Eredur's ambitious uncle, Ankarette is thrown into a world of double dealing, deception, and tangled loyalties. With
the help of her mentor and friend, Sir Thomas, she must learn to trust her instincts and remember that others will not always be loyal, even when
they are of the same blood. But involving herself in the machinations of the realm draws the eye of an enemy more dangerous than kings or dukes.
How will she navigate the politics of the realm and the desires of her heart to become the woman she needs to become?
Buried in the catacombs beneath the fortress of Landmoor lies the Silverkin, an ancient talisman that can overcome any Forbidden Magic. Thealos
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Quickfellow has the right to claim the Silverkin but knows little about the deadly consequences befalling those who wield it. Before he can lay
claim to it however, he must first slip beyond the web of Sorian who have beset Landmoor and battle amongst themselves for supremacy. On his
journey Thealos will learn personally of the sacrifices required to become a Sleepwalker and how to use the Silverkin to save his people. But will
using it destroy him?
God's Way of Reconciliation
Apprentice of Magic
Muirwood Coloring Book
The Goose Girl
(a Kingfountain Prequel)

"Uneasy lies the head that wears a crown. A brutal war of succession has plunged the court of Kingfountain into a power
struggle between a charitable king who took the crown unlawfully and his ambitious rival, Devon Argentine. The balance of
power between the two men hinges on the fate of a young boy ensnared in this courtly intrigue. A boy befittingly nicknamed
Ransom. When the Argentine family finally rules, Ransom must make his own way in the world. Opportunities open and shut
before him as he journeys along the path to knighthood, blind to a shadowy conspiracy of jealousy and revenge. Ransom
interrupts an abduction plot targeting the Queen of Ceredigion and earns a position in service to her son, the firstborn of the
new Argentine dynasty. But conflict and treachery threaten the family, and Ransom must also come to understand and hone
his burgeoning powers."--Publisher.
This comprehensive one-volume history of Pakistan covers contemporary crises in the perspective of the subcontinent's
ancient and medieval history to explain how Muslim nationalism emerged and how the community interacted with the other
communities in the region. The author breaches the confines of political history to depict the intellectual, economic, diplomatic,
and cultural history of Pakistan.
Sixteen-year-old Jo makes lists to manage her world, but somehow she still feels out of control. But she has found one way to
cope: watching what she eats or rather, what she doesn't eat. And she's losing weight... but not quickly enough.
Secrets are Dangerous Maya Cantescu, an art student in the San Francisco Bay Area, has more secrets than she can handle.
Some she keeps from herself, like her mysterious talent for sorcery. Some she knows too well, like the rare disease that
threatens to kill her-or someone else. When she meets Tor Thorlaksson, a sorcerer and runemaster, he seems to offer an
escape from her deadly problems. But he knows secrets about them both, and these could turn her world upside-down.
Old Lady Harley
Silverkin
Greeting to Spring
The Fall of Hyperion
Epitaphs & Inscriptions from Burial Grounds & Old Buildings in the North-east of Scotland
After liberating New York City from her now-feral Gang of Harleys, poor Harley wants nothing more than
to slip back into retirement in her coastal (and heavily guarded) paradise. But the Laughing Boys gang
has another idea—they’ll follow her to the ends of the Earth, to drag her back to their leader! It can’t
actually be...him! Right?! He couldn’t possibly still be alive, could he? After all...Harley killed him
herself with her bare hands! Should she turn to President Power Girl for help? Or flee to the 51st
state, Atlantis? Step into an insane vision of a future DC Universe we all better hope we don’t live to
see! Collects the five-issue miniseries and HARLEY QUINN #42!
This book studies the East Asian world-system and its dynastic cycles as they were influenced by climate
and demographic change, diseases, the expansion of trade, and the rise of science and technology. By
studying the history of East Asia until the beginning of the 20th century and offering a comparative
perspective on East Asian countries, including China, Japan and Korea, it describes the historical
evolution of the East Asian world-system as being the result of good or poor management of the
respective populations and environments. Lastly, the book discusses how the East Asian regions have
become integrated into a single world-system by a combination of trade, commerce, and military action.
Given its scope, the book will appeal to scholars of history, sociology, political science and
environmental studies, and to anyone interested in learning about the effects of climate change on the
dynamic development of societies.
The mysterious Time Tombs are opening and the Shrike that has risen from them may well control the fate
of all mankind. The Ousters are laying seige to the Hegemony of Man and the AIs we created have turned
against us to build the Ultimate Intelligence: God. The God of Machines. His genesis could mean
annihilation for man. Something is drawing the hegemony, the Ousters, the AIs, the entire universe to
the Shrike. Winner of the BSFA Award for best novel, 1991
King Severn Argentine's fearsome reputation precedes him: usurper of the throne, killer of rightful
heirs, ruthless punisher of traitors. Attempting to depose him, the Duke of Kiskaddon gambles...and
loses. Now the duke must atone by handing over his young son, Owen, as the king's hostage. And should
his loyalty falter again, the boy will pay with his life. Seeking allies and eluding Severn's spies,
Owen learns to survive in the court of Kingfountain. But when new evidence of his father's betrayal
threatens to seal his fate, Owen must win the vengeful king's favor by proving his worth--through
extraordinary means. And only one person can aid his desperate cause: a mysterious woman, dwelling in
secrecy, who truly wields power over life, death, and destiny.
Protecting Your Company and Society
Book 1 of Lightbringer
The Poisoner's Enemy
Papua: The Papua Series 1
A Concise History of Pakistan

Betrayal, war, and the risks of loyalty collide in the epic conclusion of the First Argentines
series by the Wall Street Journal bestselling author of Lady's Ransom. Ransom Barton has served
three Argentine kings. The new successor to the throne is the ruthless Jon-Landon, a fallible
strategist when it comes to war. After losing against the Occitanian armies, the king forces
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Ransom to bear the blame and removes him from the council. But Jon-Landon isn't yet through with
humbling the honorable knight of Ceredigion. When a retaliatory battle succeeds, Jon-Landon
invites Ransom back into his circle. Though Ransom's Fountain magic is made stronger by his
fealty, he's once again forced to make a terrible choice. And this time, Ransom's wife, Claire,
and their sons could pay the price for Ransom's loyalty. But as tensions between Ceredigion and
Occitania reignite and alliances at court begin to crumble, a desperate Jon-Landon discovers his
only ally is the knight he betrayed. With the future of Kingfountain hanging in the balance,
Ransom agrees to help. And as secret enemies reveal their endgame, Ransom knows that he may have
to make the ultimate sacrifice for the survival of the Argentine dynasty.
The Scourge of Muirwood47North
In Emily R. King's thrilling fantasy debut, an orphan girl blossoms into a warrior, summoning
courage and confidence in her fearless quest to upend tradition, overthrow an empire, and
reclaim her life as her own.As an orphan ward of the Sisterhood in the ancient Tarachand Empire,
eighteen-year-old Kalinda is destined for nothing more than a life of seclusion and prayer.
Plagued by fevers, she's an unlikely candidate for even a servant's position, let alone a
courtesan or wife. Her sole dream is to continue living in peace in the Sisterhood's mountain
temple.But a visit from the tyrant Rajah Tarek disrupts Kalinda's life. Within hours, she is
ripped from the comfort of her home, set on a desert trek, and ordered to fight for her place
among the rajah's ninety-nine wives and numerous courtesans. Her only solace comes in the
company of her guard, the stoic but kind Captain Deven Naik.Faced with the danger of a
tournament to the death--and her growing affection for Deven--Kalinda has only one hope for
escape, and it lies in an arcane, forbidden power buried within her.
How many people know the thirty-one things God hates, the twenty things missing in heaven, or
the twenty-two prophecies fulfilled by Jesus? Merely to mention such lists piques interest,
because almost everyone finds list irresistible. Bob Phillip's book plays to that natural
curiosity, giving readers the longest and the shortest, the most and the least, and the greatest
and the smallest from the pages of the Bible. The lists range widely from theology and
characters to wisdom and humor, including such subjects as: 33 contrasts between Christ and the
antichrist; 140 major Bible characters; 59 titles of Christ; 125 counseling helps from the
Bible; and 5 major ways God reveals Himself. Scripture references accompany all lists, making
the book not merely fascinating entertainment, but a valuable reference tool for Bible students,
pastors, and teachers.
Climate and Dynastic Change
Silver Road
Landmoor
Knight's Ransom

How do you keep the people you care about safe from enemies you can't remember? Ten years ago, Nate Garrett
awoke on a cold warehouse floor with no memory of his past and the only clues to his identity a piece of paper
with his name on it and a propensity toward magic. Now he's a powerful sorcerer and a successful thief for hire,
but it turns out that those who stole his memories aren't done with him yet. When they cause a job to go bad,
threatening a sixteen-year-old girl, Nate swears to protect her. But with his enemies closing in and the barrier
holding back his memories beginning to crumble, Nate is forced to confront his forgotten life in the hope of
stopping an enemy he can't remember. Crimes Against Magic is a dark, fast-paced urban fantasy torn between
modern-day London and fifteenth-century France.
An abandoned child becomes a singular inspiration to the mythology of Muirwood in an epic series by Jeff
Wheeler, Wall Street Journal bestselling author of the Muirwood and Kingfountain novels. Eilean was born a
"wretched"--a lowly foundling raised by the Aldermaston of Tintern Abbey. Then she's chosen to assist in
establishing the new abbey of Muirwood, now the site of a castle in the swamps of Bearden Muir. Eilean's role is
as night servant to the druid Mordaunt, the king's exiled advisor--and prisoner. He's clever, dangerous, and
invaluable to the Aldermaston. Mordaunt's priceless secret: the hiding place of an ancient tome that reveals the
existence of other worlds and the magic between them. Mordaunt knows how potent its words are and how
dangerous they could be in the wrong hands. But can Eilean win him over? All she must do is gain Mordaunt's
confidence and trust and persuade the apostate to divulge his secret to her. But as she learns more from
Mordaunt, Eilean's loyalties begin to fray. And the risks are greater than she imagined. Despite betrayals,
deceptions, and the deadly motivations of others, a girl from the flax fields is about to rise above her station. By
exploring the potential of the power of an ancient spoken magic, Eilean is coming into her own.
Angelique hates her magic. Her time in the magical academy has been a long chain of criticisms, reprimands,
and punishments. Her war-like ability to control any weapon has earned her nothing but the fear and scorn of
fellow students and instructors. And now, she finds herself before the highest council just one vote away from
having her magic sealed forever.Until Enchanter Evariste appears.The mysterious prodigy is one of the few with
the authority to go against the Council. Which is exactly what he does when he takes Angelique as his
apprentice. Though his lessons are challenging and eccentric he shows her more kindness than she ever hoped
to receive. Everything seems perfect.But things are changing in the world. Dark things. Evil things. Once upon a
time is about to become very real¿
In the ancient and mystical land of Muirwood, Lia has known only a life of servitude. Labeled a "wretched," an
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outcast unwanted and unworthy of respect, Lia is forbidden to realize her dream to read or write. All but
doomed, her days are spent toiling away as a kitchen slave under the charge of the Aldermaston, the Abbey's
watchful overseer. But when an injured squire named Colvin is abandoned at the kitchen's doorstep, an
opportunity arises. The nefarious Sheriff Almaguer soon starts a manhunt for Colvin, and Lia conspires to hide
Colvin and change her fate. In the midst of a land torn by a treacherous war between a ruthless king and a rebel
army, Lia finds herself on an ominous journey that will push her to wonder if her own hidden magic is enough to
set things right. Now the world of Muirwood comes to live in the world's first authorized Muirwood adult coloring
book. Current and new fans of bestselling author Jeff Wheeler will enjoy the Muirwood series in a whole new
way. This beautifully illustrated coloring book features characters: Lia, Colvin, The Aldermaston, Jon Hunter,
Martin Evnissyen, Parageis, plus many more. A MUST for all Muirwood fans, reserve your copies today!
Court of Nightfall
The Black Prism
Sorcerer's Luck
An Exposition of Ephesians 2
Horsemen's War
Chloe's quest to escape the Oracle's prophecy leads her to a magus with a secret: the eldren are not
the only race to use magic in warfare. An ancient power is rediscovered, and a forgotten people will
return. Meanwhile, cursed by his birth, Dion tries to forge a new life at sea, away from both the
eldren and his former life in Xanthos, but the one thing he can't leave behind is his heritage. Two
kings on opposite sides of the ocean prepare for war. The clash of civilizations has only just
begun....
The oil palm is the world's most valuable oil crop. Its production has increased over the decades,
reaching 56 million tons in 2013, and it gives the highest yields per hectare of all oil crops.
Remarkably, oil palm has remained profitable through periods of low prices. Demand for palm oil is also
expanding, with the edible demand now complemented by added demand from biodiesel producers. The Oil
Palm is the definitive reference work on this important crop. This fifth edition features new topics including the conversion of palm oil to biodiesel, and discussions about the impacts of palm oil
production on the environment and effects of climate change ? alongside comprehensively revised
chapters, with updated references throughout. The Oil Palm, Fifth Edition will be useful to
researchers, plantation and mill managers who wish to understand the science underlying recommended
practices. It is an indispensable reference for agriculture students and all those working in the oil
palm industry worldwide.
The first book in the epic Evermen Saga. Ella and her brother, Miro, are orphans, their parents killed
long ago in the ongoing struggle against the mad Emperor. From the day Ella witnesses an enchanter
using his talents to save Miro from drowning, she knows what she wants to be. But the elite Academy of
Enchanters expects tuition fees and knowledge. Determined, Ella sells flowers and studies every book
she can. Meanwhile, Miro dreams of becoming one of the world's finest swordsmen, wielding his nation's
powerful enchanted weapons in defense of his homeland. A dark force rises in the east, conquering all
in its path, and Miro leaves for the front. When the void Miro left is filled by Killian, a charming
stranger from another land, Ella finds herself in love. But Killian has a secret, and Ella's actions
will determine the fate of her brother, her homeland, and the world.
These masterful expositions on the second chapter of the Book of Ephesians reach the heart of the human
problem--man's estrangement from God.
The Oil Palm
The East Asian World-System
Scottish Song: Its Wealth, Wisdom, and Social Significance
Fate's Ransom
The Mother And Daughter Diaries

It's a dark day for the earth realms. Will it be the last? Sorcerer Nate Garrett lost much in the battle that devastated Asgard,
but the war against darkness is far from over. He's spent a year searching for Arthur, hell-bent on stopping the evil leader of
Avalon and rescuing his friend Tommy from his clutches. Nate's investigation brings him to Washington, DC, where he finds
the city under siege. Just when all hope seems lost, Layla Cassidy and her team arrive to join the fight, but Avalon's deadly
plan to conquer the earth realm is underway. Meanwhile, Mordred is on a quest to find allies in the upcoming war against
Avalon, hoping to find Arthur and stop him before it's too late. As the rebellion forces close in on Arthur, each of them know
this could be their last fight. But with Arthur massing an unstoppable army of his own, will Nate's fury be enough to defeat
him once and for all?
Happy Little Hedgehog
Lords of the Seventh Swarm
The Druid
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